
A strange life

A choose your own 
adventure story by 
Thomas Pickett



 In this adventurous novel, you try to help our 
character, The Kluh, live his best life without 
dying. Click the text throughout the story to 

choose your options.

Click here to begin! 

Go to “Present” mode if you are reading it. 
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After a night with little sleep, you wake up at 6am from your noisy alarm, the usual time 
you wake up. You feel quite tired and don’t want to get out of bed. Do you snooze your 
alarm and sleep in or suck it up and get up?

Snooze your alarm 
and stay in bed. Suck it up and get up
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After you get up, you slowly dawdle to your kitchen in tiredness to take your 
morning dose of caffeine pills to get you energized for the long day ahead. 
Suddenly you get a quick burst of energy so you don‘t know whether or not to 
take the pills. Do you take them or not take them?

Take them
Don’t take 
them
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The end. After sleeping in you wake up to find out that you are late to work and you get 
fired. After going through various job applications, you struggle to find a job. Eventually, 
you run out of money and end up having to live on the streets. Sickness finds a way to you 
through many people walking by you and you die.
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After deciding to not take the pills you eat your breakfast and walk up your stairs to get 
changed. Then you start to feel tired again. Now you rush downstairs to take the caffeine 
but you fall down the stairs from passing out and die. 
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While slowly pouring the caffeine pills into your drink, you see an 
important notification on your phone. Do you open your phone to look 
at it or wait until you finish dosing yourself?

Open phone
Wait to look on 
phone
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You end up living a normal, boring, average life. Nothing worth talking about.
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While looking at your phone you absentmindedly pour 10 grams of 
caffeine into your drink. After turning of your phone you drink the whole 
thing as quickly as Badlands Chugs. Soon you start to feel terrible. Do you 
call for help or just take some medicine and go to work?

Call for help

Take some 
medicine and 
go to work.
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After calling 911 You are found unconscious on the floor And are taken to the hospital. 
Miracle. The doctors told you. 10 grams of caffeine is deadly To anyone except Nikokado 
Avocado and Shaquille O’Neal. Strangely, You wake up feeling fine but angry, like you 
need to punch someone. Do you tell the nurse or not?

Tell the nurse
Don’t tell the 
nurse
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After going to work, you feel way way way way way way worse than before. Do you 
call for help or keep working?

Call for help Keep working



You tell the nurse and she brings you a punchy 
baggy thingy to punch so you can get your anger 
out. You end up living a normal life.

Page 10
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After a while of feeling mad you eat the nurse 
because of the angriness and you eventually 
consume the hospital. Do you got to a therapist to 
get some help or not?

Go to therapist Don’t go to 
therapist
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You go to a therapist and get your angriness 
solved. You go to prison for 7 years and some 
hippy dude angers you by not giving you much 
food and breaking your beds. Do you shut his 
mouth or ignore him?

Shut his mouth Ignore him
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You consume everybody in the world After 
a while and vomit them out. Read the end 
of The Kluh for more information.
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You vigorously hurt and eliminate the hippy dude, 
and you are sentenced to 21 more years of prison. 
You die from the death penalty after getting into 
multiple, vicious fights. 
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The hippy dude is left alone by you, and 
once you getteth out of prisonth, you want 
to go to college to study to work at Mickey 
D’s. Do you apply for Community College 
or Ivy League?

Community 
College

Ivy League
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You are accepted into faithful Community College. 
Do you decide to study Biology or Chocolate Milk?

Biology Chocolate Milk
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The end. You are not accepted into Ivy League 
and you can never get a job again due to you 
becoming more and more unstable over the 
hollowing years.
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After studying Biology, you never truly find a love 
for it and your grades start to plummet and 
eventually you are not eligible for a degree.
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You study tirelessly, trying to get your Chocolate 
Milk grades up, and you end up doing the best in 
your whole class and get a Bachelor's degree. Do 
you apply for Micky D’s for 100 thousand moolah 
moolah per year or apply for KFC for 120 
thousand moolah moolah per year?

Micky D’s KFC
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After you send a request to KFC, you are greeted with an application. At 
the interview, the supervisor seems skeptical about hiring you, since you 
aren’t wearing the classic KFC drip and your charisma levels are lower 
than Earth’s core to the crusty crust parts of the Earth. You don’t get the 
job in the end and Micky D’s doesn’t accept you because you chose 
KFC over them.
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Micky D’s are very inclusive and give you an 
interview. The interviewer is very noice and thinks 
you are great for the tough job. He hires you 
easily and you are very content. On your first day 
you are serving up Chicky nuggies. Do you give 
the people extra nuggy or not?

Give extra 
nuggy

Don’t give 
extra nuggy
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You live happily and live your best life, working at Micky D’s 
for 21 years. You settle down and get married and have 
kids, living in a very nice rusty bin. At the age of 603 you 
die peacefully.
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As you don’t give extra chicky nuggy, your boss 
sees you sneakily, and fires you for not being 
generous enough. 


